
 

PTZ Camera Firmware Version: V5.5.43 

Release Note 

(2021-02-02) 
Firmware 

Basic Information 
Firmware Version: IPDZLF_G3_EN_STD_5.5.43_201202 

 

Camera Features 

1. New Features 

 Newly release the below models: 

DS-2SE7C124IW-AE(32X/4)(O-STD)(S5) 

DS-2SE7C144IW-AE(32X/4)(O-STD)(S5) 

 Add smart tracking, face capture and smart event in PTZ channel; 

 Support Tracking take-over in panorama channel. When the target triggered the rules in 

Panorama channel and link to smart-tracking in PTZ channel, although the target left panorama 

channel view, the PTZ still can track the target until the target leave the PTZ view. 

 Add new calibration mode: Calibration by the web component to improve the speed of 

calibration. 

 Support under-voltage detection: When the device is under voltage, there will be a ‘V’ with 

circle on the OSD. It is used to remind the user that the power supply voltage of the device is 

insufficient, which may affect the use of some functions or even restart automatically. Users 

need to increase the power supply voltage of the camera to avoid affecting the normal use of 

the equipment. 

2. Improved Features 

 In audio alarm, add hint when upload customized audio documents with the same name. 

 Change the location of alarm light from the panorama channel to the PTZ for the model 

released in 5.5.43 (DS-2SE7C144IW-AE(32X/4)(O-STD)(S5)).(Release model in 5.5.22 does not 

change.) 

 Support configure linkage method of smart event differentiated by channels. The event 

configured in panorama channel can link to the audible and flash alarm in PTZ channel. 



 

Customer Impact and Recommended Action 

This update refers to function/compatibility improvement and will take effect automatically after the 

Date of Change. We are very sorry for any inconvenience of use-habit changes caused by this action. 

For any questions and request for this firmware, please contact our local technical support team. 

 

 

 

Remarks: 

 Hikvision reserves the right to change, alter or withdraw the above notification without prior notice. 

 Product design and specifications are subject to change without prior notice. 

 The Hikvision firmware may contain errors known as errata which may cause the product to deviate from published 

specifications. Current characterized errata are available on request. 

 Hikvision is not liable for any typing or printing errors. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Supported Product List (SExxxxW Series) 

 
Product Category 

 

Model Number 

 

AcuSense Smart-linkage PTZ DS-2SE7C124IW-AE(32X/4)(O-STD)(S5) 

AcuSense Smart-linkage PTZ DS-2SE7C144IW-AE(32X/4)(O-STD)(S5) 

Note: Models in red font are newly released models. 
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